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DANGER IN A WELLINGTON

After attacking the Ruhr on the night of June 16. the Canadian crew of a

Wellington bomber, have just got back to their om station with a story of a very

narrow escape from disaster.

\7hile the pilot v/as making his 3xlll up on the target, which was in the Ruhr

district, the Wellington v/as held in a cone of searchlights and shale on by a burst

of heavy flak exploding near the tail. The pilot took violent evasive action,made
another run up and bombed. Turning for home, he dodged many scare]flights as ho

made his escape from the defences'.

Twice more the Veiling ton was shaken hy bursting shells before it was away

on its homeward journey, but so far there were only minor injuries to the airframe.

There was much worse to come.

Near Antwerp the killing ton v/as hit by two bursts of heavy flak* There were

holes torn in the underside of the fuselage, and the whole floor was alight from'

the front turret as far as the navigator* s table. The hydraulic system was shot

away, so that the bomb doors fell open and the undercarriage came down. The engines

began to fail; the Veilington stalled and the pilot put it into a dive.

The second pilot had been standing in the astro-hatch when the Veiling ton was

hit; his log was broken in two places and he was badly wounded in the chest, lie

struggled back to the pilot*s cabin to see if the pilot was all right and when ho

found him in control of the aircraft, he collapsed again.

The wireless operator and the navigator struggled to put out the fire while the

Wellington "was diving • They tore with their hands at the burning fabric and hurled

bits of it out through the holes in the fuselage.

The rear-gunner - it was his first operational flight - .described- how he saw

flanes shooting out from behind his turret, “Then I saw a night fighter coming in

astern of us,” ho said, “He had seen our flames« His bullets were tearing: all

round us and I could see streaks of tracer on both sides of me, I gave him a burst

and as we went on down he left us, -He may have been hit or ho my have thought wo

were done for, He were very low when the pilot told us to bo ready to bale out.

But when we were only 200 feet from the ground I heard the engines open up again#
I shouted through the ‘lnter -com,’ that we wore O,K, and we went on.”

The wireless operator and navigator thought they had mastered the fire hy

then. They left it and went forward to ■ ivo first aid to the second pilot, but flames

broke out again and once more they went back and beat them out.

The pilot found that ho could not regain height; he set course for England and

between two and throe hundred foot ho discover el that the petrol 1 nds from the main

tanks had been shot away and all they had to depend. on wore the wing tanks. The dinghy

had been hit by the flak, and if they had boon forced down over the Channel they would

have been lost.

The pilot struggled on, and eventually they reached the coact and were over the

South of England before the petrol began to fail. The pilot found a field and mdo

a successful forced landing.

“It was a visard landing, ” the navigator said# “Vo sailed ever some trees and the

pilot put her iloxnx in a lovely field of barley. A lot of the barley 11st have been

ruined but the farmer told us later that he didn’t mini. The first thing we saw

was a windmill, and for a moment I thou- ht things had gone haywire and we were down

in Holland, But was all right, People wore very kind to us. After we had got the

second pilot away in an ambulance wo were given tea, eggs, bread and butter and a bottle

of whisky*"

"It was a good mark ':o the workers './ho made that Veiling ton," the pilot said,

“the way it was all shot up and still held together,"


